
                    CSIR- NBRI 

                        Ph.D Program – AUG-2024 Session 

                            (Discipline:  Biological Science) 

LIST OF SELECTED CANDIDATES 

          Selected candidates shall report at CSIR - NBRI (as given on the website). 

Sl. No. 
AcSIR 

Application No. 
Name Category Fellowship 

1.  63395 ATANU SAMANTA  EWS CSIR-NET-JRF 

2.  63483 AJAY BABU K  Gr CSIR-NET-JRF 

3.  66356 ARCHITA SINGH  OBC CSIR-NET-JRF 

4.  64830 ADITRI  Gr UGC-NET-JRF 

5.  65492 RIFAS MUHAMMED K P  OBC UGC-NET-JRF 

6.  63737 HIMANSHU SINGH  EWS UGC-NET-JRF 

7.  63520 DOLLY TOURANGBAM  Gr INSPIRE 

8.  64219 GAYATRI PARIDA  OBC UGC-NET-JRF 

9.  63448 PRABHAVATI KUMARI  OBC UGC-NET-JRF 

10.  63079 DISHA MAITRA  SC UGC-NET-JRF 

11.  62946 SHIMLI ROY  SC UGC-NET-JRF 

12.  65223 SHWETA  SC CSIR-NET-JRF 

13.  63499 AMITA RANI SUPRIYO  SC UGC-NET-JRF 

14.  64263 SHIVAM PRAKASH SIGNH THAKUR  ST UGC-NET-JRF 

15.  65319 SIMRAN YADAV  OBC CSIR-NET-JRF 

16.  63691 ANNU YADAV  OBC CSIR-NET-JRF 

17.            65313 DRISHTI KATARIA  OBC UGC-NET-JRF 

18.  65131 KM SANDHYA DEVI  OBC UGC-NET-JRF 

19.  65259 HIMACHAL  OBC ICMR-JRF 

20.  66371 SARVANAND SINGH EWS CSIR-NET-JRF 

21.  64223 SHIULY BHOWMICK  General PA 

22.  65981 SANDEEP KUMAR YADAV  OBC PA 

 

 



 

 

You are requested to confirm your joining by acceptance of the offer through email to admissions@acsir.res.in with 

copy to the AcSIR Coordinator (Coordinator.nbri@acsir.res.in) at CSIR-NBRI along with e-receipt of payment of 

first (entry) semester fee (non-refundable) as applicable to you for the program. Details of the fee payment 

applicable are as under: 

 PhD (Sciences): Rs.12000 (for regular candidates). 

Please note that the semester fee payment is non-refundable. Merely acceptance of offer without payment of 

first (entry) semester fee would lead to expiry of the offer on the deadline. Last date to accept the offer of 

admission and payment is 19th July 2024.  

Failure of the timely payment of the semester fees along with the acceptance of the offer, may lead to the 

cancellation of the admission. The semester fees MUST be paid to AcSIR online through SBI Collect Portal ONLY.  

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for payment of fee to AcSIR through SBI Collect Portal:- 

i. Please click on the following URL: https://acsir.res.in/acsir-sbi-collect-portal/ 

ii. Accept the standard Terms of the SBI Collect Portal 

iii. Select Payment Category: “New Students – First Semester Fee”. (Other payment categories will also be 

made available in due course of time.) 

iv. Enter the Lab Code of CSIR where you are selected: 25 & your AcSIR Application No. as above in 

table and click the button “SUBMIT”.  

v. All corresponding details pertaining to above entered AcSIR Application number will be displayed by the 

system. Please check these details. (Do not proceed further if any inconsistent/ incomplete/ incorrect 

information is found and report the problem/ difficulty by communication to sbicollect@acsir.res.in as 

defined in the Note at the end.) 

vi. Enter Student’s E-mail ID and Mobile No. 

vii. Enter suitable Remarks, if any.  

viii. Enter Name, Date of Birth, Mobile Number of the person (Student himself/ herself or someone else who 

is making this payment for the AcSIR Student) and the text as shown in the CAPTCHA image.  

a. Above details can be used to reprint the e-receipt/ remittance form OR viewing the payment 

history. It can be accessed from drop-down options available under State Bank Collect (left top 

corner).  

b. Also, above details are of person making the payment, not necessarily the student.  Click 

‘SUBMIT’; verify details on the next page and then click “CONFIRM”.  

ix. On the next page, proceed with the Payment through anyone of the preferable Modes of Payment as 

under:  

(a) Net Banking: State Bank of India Other Banks  

(b) Card Payments: Credit Cards  

(c) Other Payments Modes: SBI Branch (i.e. generate a pre-printed challan and pay at any SBI Branch), 

NEFT/RTGS & UPI  

x. After successful payment, PRINT OR SAVE the Online e-receipt generated by the system for later 

retrieval and mail the scan of same to the Coordinator.nbri@acsir.res.in .  

 

NOTE: 
 

1. Candidates may kindly note that their selection is provisional and is subject to the submission of all 

the required Certificates and other documents as per the rules at the time of joining. 

2. No TA/DA shall be payable to candidates for joining at the Lab/ Institute. 

3. In case of any discrepancy or support with respect to Payment of fees, please 

 e-mail to sbicollect@acsir.res.in or send a WhatsApp message at 9266600947. 

4. In case, online payment has been made but e-receipt failed to generated or downloaded, please 

AcSIR be informed at (sbicollect@acsir.res.in) along with details of the transaction made. 
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